Way back in 1982 GREGG JACKSON and the STRIKE FORCE BAND released the lovely 'One For The Road'. Sadly despite its loveliness, it didn't do too much but, of course, it eventually became a rare groove classic and hugely collectable.

Mr Jackson always beloved in the tune.... and why not... it's a corker ... so he recently commissioned UK mix maestro NIGEL LOWIS to rework it.... and Mr L's two new tweaks become available on 28th February.

The two new mixes are "uptown" and "downtown" and you can guess the respective tempos – but both have lashings of lovely Philly flavours with just a hint of 'Me And Mrs Jones' on the "downtown" tweak and that in itself should be enough to merit investigation.

**GREGG JACKSON - ONE FOR THE ROAD (THE NIGEL LOWIS MIXES) RELEASED 28TH Feb on LIMITED EDITION ONE PRESSING ONLY VINYL on IZIPHO SOUL**